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pagan's budget cuts affect
financial aid for college
students, even at UOP.
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Staff Writer
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Iheman and the monster: Spanos Center Manager Ellis
Callija and his latest project.
T.K. Rohan photo

Direct and live from
Caesar's-here's Ellis!
By Julie Lyons
Special (o the Pacifican

"Who knows, 1 may run the
Oakland Coliseum some day." At
'tie rate he's going, newly appointed
Spanos Center manager Ellis Calija
"lay just doit.
, Though the statement was made
Singly, Calija certainly does seem
tetined for big things.
Out of
*ge for only 10 years, he has
ilreadv
-hior newly opened
pities, including the convention
tin; . iucriaininont complexes
ICeasar's 1 ahoe.
Hit
' c:j _r is the fourth
p new facility Calija has been
Mated with, giving him extensive
Mence for someone his age.
A native of Pleasanton, Calija
,a™ateci from Amador High School
"
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Academic Council votes
to delay unified calender
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Northwestern
U
breaks
volleyball's 35-match home
win streak. See page seven.
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Before
receiving his degree,
l*P»
Wever, Calija was already em\
r~co Me: ,tsr Jed by the city of Sacramento.
r
toner
" ' in)pu»r^^r^ 'ed him to his first facility
id"
indv'd5°t
r/iagement position at Sacramento
1 1
_ij pfO'1'5 jor mrT>unity Convention Center.
' ^-tion 1
Ic " was there that Calija
Caliia had
ha his
r forr^*1
I c°ncert experience with Frank
PPa and the Mothers of Invention.
from Sacramento, Calija went
,unt»in,
Davis, where he planned the
n? of the campus events center,
l«, la'er managed the facility from
"to 1980
Tu
|ji(
after two unsuccessful at"Pis, Caesar's Tahoe finally hired
bum
.uid into ne
l0 ' ammei.; field, as st; v manauer
I tsar's. Calija "got involved in
K f R. and babying the stars,"
enjoyed working with "the
5t names you could imagine,
i ones,.atra on down to Tom
Another star he enjoyed meeting

was Loni Anderson, who he says
"looks even 'ueuer in person tnan or.
T.V."
After all the "H™ nrtm^s and ex
citement at Caesar's, was coming to
U.O.P. a let-down for Clija?
Not at all, he says.
"I enjoy working in a college
atmosphere, and I wanted to get back
into facilities, as thai was the area all
my experience had been in."
"Eventually," Calija
con
tinues, "we will have ihe caliOe; of
entertainment here that you have in
any other facility."
An avid sports fan, Calija him
self jogs, plays basketball, softball
and raquetball. He would like to see
tennis events held in the Spanos Cen
ter in addition to women's and men's
basketball and Women's Volleyball
games.
Calija's goals for the Spanos
Center include "developing it into a
viable operation thai will provide a
multitude of cultural and sports
events, to draw people from the San
Joaquin Valley, Sacramento and even
the Bay Area."
Another goal is in "receiving
national recognition as a result of
organizing from within."
This organizing is taking up most
of Caliia's time at present, as he i<
busy training Events Center staff and
security. This training is very impoitant ns the center will be controlled
by its own "in-house" system,
making use of campus security, local
concessionaires and its own hou«e
staff.
On a more personal level, Calija
speaks highly of the Spanos Center: 'I
have no qualms about diving in here,
and I have received lots of support "
He continues "I have seen quite
a bit in a short period of time, as this
is the fourth brand new facility with
which I've been associated of all
these facilities, I feel the Spanos cen
ter is both the best designed and most
versatile."

The Academic Council this week
voted 11 to seven in favor of delaying
the implementation of the Unified
Calendar, at least until fall of 1983,
so that each school and college may
consider the impact on curriculaum
and related functions.
The original proposal to delay
impementation was made by Dr.
Gwen
Browne,
a
Philosophy
professor. She cited a need to study
the effects on curriculum and related
fuctions as the reason for such a
move.
The proposal was greeted with
general approval, but a time limit was
requested by some members. The
time -limit proved to be the major
point of disagreement among the
council members.
Those opposed to setting a time
limit are afraid of not having enough
time to set up programs properly.
Those in favor of setting such a time
limit did not want to see the process
drawn out, as happened with the
General
Education
requirement
change.
The one point that all council
members could agree on was that Ac
ting President Clifford Hand is
pushing the entire program through
too quickly.
There is much anxiety among the
faculty about the implementation
process being pushed through for
cefully. Not only are professor being
pressured to get next year's schedules

in already, but there is a growing fear
that the students might be overlooked
in the mess.
> Dr. Eugene Rice, a sociology
professor, stated, "I hope the quality
of student learning is given the
highest priority in making these
decisions, especially in implemen
tation."
Also a major factor of dispute is
the general feeling that the faculty is
not being well represented on the
workload
committee
(Acting
President Hand's "personal task for
ce"). -

Only two faculty members,
David Fletcher and LarryWalker, are
presently on the committee. The two
have been adamant in their support
of the Unified Calendar.
Acting President Hand has been
relying on the deans to pass on in
formation to the faculty, and also to
relay the faculty's feelings back to
him. However, the deans and faculty
members are at total opposites regar
ding the Unified Calendar.
The deans were unanimous in
voting for the Unified Calendar,
whereas the majority of C.O.P.

faculty and the Academic Council
condemned it.
It seems that dissension among
faculty was a major concern as this,
the first Academic Council meeting
of the new school year. The faculty
seems to be unsure how beneficial the
Unified Calendar will actually be.
One questioned provision of the
Unified Calendar was the shortness
of Winter break. Under the current
proposal, the professors would have
only two weeks to grade finals and
prepare material for next semester.

Few attend'Save Winter Term meeting
By Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

Despite a bleak showing at
Tuesday night's "Save Our Winter
Term"
meeting,
ASUOP and
President, Joe Hartley have not been
discouraged in their gallant attempts
to save the "one" in the 4-1-4 calen
dar.
Only 15 students attended the
meeting, held in Grace Covell Hall's
Tiger Lounge, but Hartley was not
discouraged.
The president stated that he was
"pleased by the turn-out," adding
that he had not expected any more
than had actually attended.

Hartley tabbed this small group
of supporters "the grass roots," and
hoped "that this group will go to
friends and living groups and
distribute the packets."
The packets mentioned above in
clude sample letters for both students
and parents to write to the Regents.
Linda Haverty of the Academic
Affairs Council of ASUOP spoke to
the group first. She called for a calm,
organized fight.
"If we get emotional or frantic,
the Board of Regents will call us
typical, immature students," Haverty
claimed. "We don't want to put the
Regents in a corner."
Besides organizing the campaign

to save Winter Term, the main pur
pose of the meeting was to get people
motivated in ASUOP's letter-writing
campaign. Haverty asked for people
to write "anything short and sweet to
get the point across to the Regents."
Haverty also stated that the
decision is not final yet, "because the
students have not had a chance to
speak."
Hartley announced that he will
be going before the Academic Affairs
Committee of the Board of Regents
on Tuesday to discuss the issue fur
ther.
"We are first going to oppose
calendar unification," the president
Stated. "If unification is to occur,
the Winter Term is to be included."

Humps char-broiled, nine other Venetian
Square businesses damaged by blaze
By Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

A wind-blown fire burned
through a section of the Venetian
Square shopping center on Tuesday,
damaging ten businesses and causing
more than $1 million in damages.
A 14-year-old Stagg High School
student was arrested on arson
charges, and police are searching for
three other young people in connec
tion with the fire.
The fire, which started about
8:30 a.m., took more than 50
firefighters an hour to douse.
A local storeowner claimed to
have seen the youngsters lighting a
telephone book on fire and stuffing it
in the lattice work of a wooden
gazebo structure.
The fire then spread to the roof
and into an attic which covered most
of the buildings that were damaged.
Businesses damaged included the
very popular Humps Bar and Grill,
Trade East Imports, Commercial
Credit Plan, Alpine West Sports,
Shear Power Beauty Salon, Accent

with Plants and Flowers, Bi-Mor
Natural Foods, The Phone Center,
Hardware West, and Kirby Vacuums,
as well as a vacant shop.
Humps appears to have suffered
the most extensive damage and will
not reopen for at least six months.
The bar and grill, which was quite
popular with Pacific students, was a
major supporter and sponsor of Tiger
athletics.
Most of the other damaged
businesses will be reopening in six to
eight weeks. Some were not even for
ced to close, such as Alpine West
Sports, which suffered smoke
damage and heat-shattered windows.
The scene of the fire was quite
chaotic the day the blaze occurred as
dozens of
building inspectors,
firemen and clean-up workers boun
ced around the ruins. Many on
lookers crowded about to view the
burned buildings, but a strict police
line kept the citizens back.
By the end of the day, broken
windows were replaced with boards
and the shops were ready to begin
repairs.

Humps Bar and Grill, a favorite watering hole for UOP
students was virtually destroyed by a fire that destroyed part
of Venetian Square Tuesday.

University engineers look forward to much needed new facilities
Mary Peppers
Copy Editor
An .

Ooj '^'Pation is high among
jferu : Engineering members, as
'°n Progresses on their new
tacili^ding. Once completed,
ttcrowri W'" kfing relief to chaotic,
Hoi's
conditions plaguing the
^jan^iginal headquarters in
n, 05°,r,ding to Robert Heyborne,
^hoo' of Engineering,
5? a • e to inadequate space has
\eerjnn°Us Problem for years, as
8 student enrollment has

steadily climbed.
Baun Hall's
facilities, first used in 1968 to ac
comodate the then 56 engineering
majors, are today overflowing, with
students numbering 443.
The four classrooms originally
located in Baun Hall have all been
converted
to
"double-duty"
laboratories and offices, Heyborne
explained, noting that engineering
students must now meet whereever an
empty classroom may be on campus.
As a result, the school no longer has
one central location.
"Things are helter-skelter," the
dean said. "We have no place to call
our own."

But beginning next semester,
these problems will be eased. The
new two-story building will officially
open in February, providing the
engineering
school
with
six
laboratories, two classrooms, and
much-needed faculty offices.
Additional features will include a
lounge, reading library, and fur
nished corridors complete with coffee
machines, available to encourage
student interaction, according to
Heyborne.
"Every student on this campus
will benefit from the building," the
dean emphasized, explaining, "it will
take the pressure (of overcrowded

classes) off, and students can get back
to a more normal situation."
In addition to providing in
creased classroom space, the new
building will allow the addition of a
new
major
to
the
school's
curriculum: mechanical engineering.
i
According to Heyborne, all
major universities that offer degrees
in engineering include mechanical
engineering programs. "The time has
come and passed" for UOP to follow
suit, he believes. Students choosing
this field will concentrate their studies
on the use of building materials such
as plastic, wood and steel.

But though this year's freshmen
may sign up for the new program,
upper classmen cannot do so.
Heyborne explained that no upper
division M.E. coursework has yet
been prepared, and the search for
faculty is still being conducted.
Freshmen can now declare themselves
M.E. majors because all engineering
students must take the same entry
level classes.
Heyborne predicts that UOP's
mechanical engineering curriculum
will eventually become as popular as
the school's civil and elecrical
engineering programs.
The fcew

major is expected to attract 200 new
students within the next five years
and with four of the new six labs
specifically plahned for the M.E.
program, the school is well prepared.
Funding for the $1.6 million
engineering school addition will come
entirely from donations.
Recent
figures show that more than $800,000
has been raised, with many large
pledges
coming
from
UOP
engineering school graduates.
The building's completion date is
set for Dec. 25, and during the month
of January, equipment and fur
nishings will be installed.
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EDITORIAL
The President Speaks
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On Winter
Term

By Joe Hartley

January, it is not the fault of the students
who took the course, or the faculty who
designed it. The fault lies with the ad
ministrator who approved the course and
allowed it to be taught. It is the responsibility
of the deans of the various schools to insure
the academic quality of their programs.
So what's the point of all this?
The point is simply this. If a program is
desirable, which Winter Term is, it should not
be eliminated, but improved upon and the
inefficiency weeded out. Unfortunately the
administration has chosen to kill the entire
garden rather than get rid of a few weeds.
Here's an interesting point, to ponder for
all you tuition-paying people out there. With
the proposed calendar that eliminates Winter
Term, you'll be getting less and paying more
for it.
What the administration tells us, is that
we can acheive the same educational benefits
of Winter Term during the May summer
session. What they forget to mention is that
we will be charged extra for it.
Currently, the maximum unit load is 40
units per year, for which we pay $6,300.
Under the new system the maximum unit load
would be 36 units for the same amount of

The Danforth Report

Winter Term's beginnings
Winter Session:
The Danforth Committee recommends the adop
tion of a winter session of four weeks duration coming
between the fall semester, which would begin
somewhat earlier than presently, and the spring
semester, which would begin in February and end
somewhat earlier than presently.
The Winter Term would be used to develop the
self-discipline needed for independent research, to
provide the opportunity for more concentrated
inquiry, and to allow for continuation of the inter
disciplinary study begun in the freshman year
program.
The Winter Term would permit the student to
work, without the routine of the classroom, on a
problem anting from his studies or trom topics of
fered by individual faculty members. He would, with
necessary guidance from the faculty, "elaborate and
limit his subject, gather material, organize it, and
present it as a paper, a short story, a painting, a piece
of laboratory equipment."
The student would be expected to devote from 50
to 60 hours each week on the problem or project he has
undertaken. He would participate in three out of four
winter sessions, and would have to participate during
his freshman year.

Each participating faculty member would direct
the work of approximately 15 students. During the
session he would be available for conference, and at
the conclusion of the session, he would evaluate his
students' projects.
Each faculty member would normally participate
in three terms in four. The one session in four in
which he did not participate could be combined with
his internal sabbatical.
The committee offers no single prescribed model
for the winter session, and places no limits on it except
the general ones stated above~the development of selfdiscipline leading to independence and an emphasis
upon inquiry. Student projects could be in the major
or non-major area or could be multi-disciplinary.
The student, especially in his third or fourth
years, would not necessarily have to conduct his study
in residence. His problem-particularly in geology or
biology, in sociology, even in history or literaturemight more effectively be done in field-work or in
laboratories or libraries off campus. The student
might spend his winter term in research or study in a
foreign country; in fact, the committee recommends
that the college consider developing means that would
make this option regularly available to its students.

YOU Mty NOT Believe "IH1S.&UTIWAS0NCE A
RICH successful BUSINESSMAN,,.r HAP A WlfF
ANPWPS,„A BIO HOME, MONEY, FRI6NPS,
lNFlueNCE,(,BUTN0W (MPeNNlliSS..,

WHAT WAS
IT PAlm
GAMBllNOr
Booze?

money. In other words, the cost per unit will
increase $17.50 per unit, and that's assuming
tuition stays the same (which of course, it
won't).
Now you know why I say the unification
of the calendar isn't being done solely for
academic reasons.
The campaign to save Winter Term is
going well. If you haven't written your letter
yet, get the lead out. We need those letters
today and absolutely no later than Friday.
The success of this campaign depends on
students. All my preaching won't do a damn
bit of good, if you don't take the time and
make the effort of writing a one-page letter to
the Regents.
If you haven't picked up a copy of the
leaflet that outlines what to include in your
letter, there are still some available at the
ASUOP office. Don't forget to bring the let
ters to the ASUOP office after you have writ
ten it. We will coordinate the mailing. Don't
forget to ask your parents to write.
On Tuesday I will meet with selected
Regents to make one last stand for Winter
Term. In next week's column I'll tell you
how it went and outline phase 2 of the cam
paign.

Conservatism at issue
Dear Editor
This letter is in response to Steve
Johnson's analysis of and reaction to
the American Council on Education
survey, which appeared in last week's

Pacifican.
I admit that I am hardly sur
prised by the results of the survey of
entering freshman; in fact, I would
not say that a 5.5 percent shift is
overwhelmingly dramatic.
But even by Mr. Johnson's
definition
of
"conservatism"
(basically he means "right-wing," or
at least "right-leaning") he provides
little evidence to support his
statement that "conservatism is here
to stay." Fads, public moods, and at
titudes-including those resembling
the current ones championed by the
righteous right have come and gone.
Perhaps, and this I sincerely
hope, the greatest contribution of the
righteous right to America will be,
ironically enough, a rediscovery
among our people of the importance
of the most virtuous and priceless oi
all our commodities: Freedom.

Paul Kryder
College of the Pacific

OUR POLICY
Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Monday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor. North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material.
Editorial
comment reflects the views of
the Pacifican editorial board.
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face-to-Face

. "What do you think of the ad
ministration, after the decision to
discontinue Winter Term?"
q
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By Harmon Kirsch and Lett Garvey
Richard Culwell; Jr.; SBPA:
It's a shame they consider the money sud
denly more important then the students'
education. The students should slap that hand.
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Esther Decker; Sr.; C.O.P.:
It s too bad C.O.P., which has the largest
faculty and students on campus, is represented
by only one vote on the Academic Council It's
also very sad that Cliff Hand has completely
changed his opinion from a higher educational
institution to a higher financial institution. The
administration should know the value of Winter
Term.
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Eric Garner; Jr.;C.O.P.:
Considering my experience with the last
Winter Term, I think it is a good decision. More
times then not Winter Term had no real
educational value. The regular two-semester
school year is much more effective. I think Win
ter Term is a good experience, but I think the
students are better off without it.
Amy Margolies; Jr; C.O.P.
I think Winter Term was a definite asset
and is part of the uniqueness of UOP. I think
it would be wise of the administration to
reconsider their decision. I feel they acted
too quickly.

%

l of mass hypnosis,
ig's sex ray which Dr. Clifford Kelly; Dept. of Communication:
Obviously, if any decision is made
earth in the avantwithout
consulting all parties involved, it's
ick Flesh Gordon. I
wron&.
but
I m not sure the students weren't
sc never strikes ray
consulted. If the students were not con
be blind to the true sulted, then I have problems with the
decision. I'm on the students side only if all
ur people,
i v e s , t h e easier I«I the facts are right. Besides, I've never known
it goes for countless who makes the decisions here at UOP,
anyway.

ere.

it "Ronnie s
at all those
ice more.

Brenda Burch; Soph.; C.O.P.:
I really love Winter Term and I hate to
see it go. My favorite thing is that I could put
ail my efforts into one snbieet. whirh led me
to mv major. Winter Term gives you a chance
to take different classes, and Winter Term
is probaoly tne greatest advantage here at
UOP.

ers8l

morally
allowing 1
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true'
year-old
,| relations/
4. freedom^

AiisonGillfillan; Soph; SBPA

I think the decision was a mistake. WinTerm is a time where students can be
united and discover different areas of in, do, that i guti
,erest. I don't think of the administration as
, our society/^ 'ghly as I once did, and neither do my parener

Pam Stanley; Sr.; C.O.P.
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It's unfortunate the administration
didn't take the student perspective into ac
count when making their decision. The only
unsound thing about Winter Term has been
its administration. If they think the fight is
over, then they have another thing coming.
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Saroyan
At Home
By Matthew Kaestner
Staff Writer

PEOPLE
From Rolfe to Vienna

Fullbright lecturer speaks
Bv Stevp
Jnhncnn
By
Steve Johnson

Managing Editor
"He does a hell of a good job at
what he does." "Everybody likes
him, everybody."
It's a hell of a long way from
Rolfe, Iowa to Vienna Austria~5,400
These two comments, the first by
a senior in the pharmacy school, and miles to be inexact. But the distance
the second by a pre-pharmacv fresh in miles is only a small part of the
man. best describe one of UOP's strong intellectual abyss that separates these
assets: Ralph Saroyan, director of
'wo points in space and time.
student affairs at the School of
UOP English professor Arlen J.
Pharmacy.
Hansen has been in both cities during
his life: In Vienna last year under the
Saroyan is certainly one of
auspices of a Fullbright Lectureship
UOP's more able administrators.
First of all, he has all the answers: he and in Rolfe for the first 17 years of
is a '64 graduate of UOP pharmacy his life.
school, served as a pharmacist for six
The difference in these cities is as
years, and has been pharmacy school clear as the difference between a
director of student affairs for 10 wagon full of oats and Samuel
years. But more importantly, he Beckett's "Waiting For Godot." It is
takes the time to ensure that phar a difference worth noting, ttiougn,
macy students get the information because it is the best barometer we
they need.
have to gauge Hansen's 37-year-old
Saroyan has a love for helping
students that makes him an in
valuable asset to pharmacy students,
from their freshman orientation to
graduation. Before pharmacy fresh
. irt
man arrive at UOP, Saroyan knows
*
their nome town, high school, and in
so
%
terests. He doesn't lose this touch,
either.
Saroyan makes an extra effort to
intellectual metamorphosis.
attend UOP's sporting and social
events, as well as just drop by and
The metamorphosis began when
talk to all pharmacy students. As he
Hansen was a young midwestern boy
will tell you, "it's neat to see a green
of eight, towheaded and susceptible
freshman
grow,
develop
and to the lure of a good book.
graduate." To Saroyan, reading the
"I would drive a combine that
names at graduation is "the most ex threashed oats. I liked to read more
citing thing."
than I liked to drive, a habit that my
Believe it or not, Saroyan also employers frowned upon."
makes time to stay involved in Phi
It didn't take Hansen long to
DeltT OH, a fraternity he joined as learn that the best way out of Rolfe
an undergraduate at UOP. He has was not behind the steering wheel of a
been academic vice-president for the combine, but sitting attentively in
25,000-member national pharmacy front of professors of English, and
fraternity for the past three years, mathematics.
and is soon to be named the national
"We had 18 people in my high
president. He will also organize the ^school graduation class, and they all
100th anniversary of the fraternity, to
be held in St. Louis in 1983, which he
feels should be quite a party.

A

1

rla it fnr r* Kirlno >1
went to college," Hansen says.
do
it for a living."
Iowa State served as Hansen's
But hansen added that he tries to
next intellectual port-of-call. Ber make authors like Herman Melville
nard Vinograde served as his intellec "accessible" to his students.
tual mentor.
"If I do my job correctly, I
"Vinograde was an old man, a should make myself expendable. The
genius.
He had a Ph. D. in student shouldn't need me by the end
mathematics,
in
electrical of the class."
engineering, and he was finishing one
in political science.
"He knew so damn much about
everything.
He had read James
Joyce's Ulysses, he read Beckett, he
could talk about matrix theory, he
could talk about the Grange rebellion
of 1933," Hansen says.
Mathematics
was
Hansen's
major at Iowa State, but Beckett,
Joyce and Emerson were his secret
loves. He drank books like you and I
It is evident by Hansen's jamdrink water.
packed English classes that somebody
It wasn't enough for Hansen to needs him. He recognizes the re
read one book or even two. If he read sponse, and appreciates it.
Emerson, he had to read all of Emer
"People who play tennis tell me
son.
you're only as good as the person on
"It took me a year to read Emer the other side of the net, and so far,
son. And then I went out and found I've had good students on the other
the uncollected works: his speeches,
side of the net," Hansen says.
sermons, his letters. I read them all.
Hansen's travels last year as a
Then I moved on." Hansen says.
Fullbright lecturer provided him with
Hansen landed a teaching job in
an opportunity to see many people
Fort Dodge, Iowa in 1960. Fort accross a net that stretched through
Dodge may not be Los Angeles, but Switzerland,
Spain,
Italy,
in Iowa, it looks like a sprawling •Yugoslavia,
Hungary,
megalopolis.
Czechoslovakia, France, and Ger
"I realized math wasn't what I many, as well as Austria.
wanted to do. I had a job interview
He lectured on subjects as di
with the U.S. Naval Lab at Corona in
verse as American humor, science
1959, and I saw there were rows and
and fiction, American film, and
rows of adding machines. They wan
Hemingway's Spain.
ted to put me in a little cubicle with an
Hansen's trip seems to be just
adding machine," Hansen smiles a one more bend in the road in an in
very wise smile. In 1959 metamor tellectual exodus that started iu
phosis was in full progress.
Rolfe, Iowa, when he was eight. He
"You have to understand that I
has changed.
don't like teaching. My primary
"When I go back to Rolfe, I
allegiance is to the books, and the
park my car in the garage. I don't
authors." Hansen says. "I simply
have anything to say to those people
like to read books. This way, I can anymore."
U/Pnf tn pnllono " Unnoan cure

Thieves here
By Pearl Crayton
Staff Writer

Unlocked
and
unregistered
bicycles are appealing to thieves at
UOP.
University Police Chief Norman
Askew reports that since Sept. 1, 11
such bikes have been stolen, with a
combined value of $1,579.25.
"This isn't unusual for the first
of the semester," Askew said. "Last
year we had a total of 68 bikes stolen,
and most of those thefts occurred
during the first part of the semesters.
The problem this year is that only one
of the bike owners knew the serial
number of his vehicle. Without this
information, it is extremely difficult
for us to recover the stolen proper
ty."
Askew added that by the simple
process of coming to the campus
police facility, located in the Student
Health Center building, bike owners
can have their vehicles registered for a
fee of $2.50. This registration will be
valid until Dec. 31, 1983. At the time
of registration, the bike's serial number
is recorded by the police.
"If the bike is stolen, we put its
serial number into the criminal justice
system, and even if it turns up in

See BIKES (Page 8)

REMEMBER...
THE PREPPIE LOOK

/zod Shirt
bu+ion down'
creiv neck
canvas.
belt
Mhoki
pants/_
Qrqv/e
Socks
-fops/'ders.

You spent $500 on your new
wardrobe at the beginning of the
year. It broke you, but it was worth
it. You met the most fantastic girl.
She was wearing a green Izod and
matching Espadrilles. Love at first
sight. Your initial and only date con
sisted of a three-hour conversation on
the finer points of tying the arms of
your sweater around your neck. That
was not exactly what you had in
mind.

The 1982 EPOCH captures all
your buddies (Bif, Corkie, Kip, and
Buffy) and your experiences in over
300 pages of "spiffy" color and black
and white photography.
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NEWS
Reagan cuts hit UOP
Paul Phillips
Director of Financial Aids

For the past several months there have been many
reports in the media regarding reductions in federal
student financial aid. Substantial cuts have already oc
curred, and it seems that financial aid had the dubious
distinction of being in a prominent position on virtually all
lists of federal programs in which further reductions are
expected. UOP students are affected in varying degrees by
these changes, as indicated in the following summary of
major federal financial aid programs:

Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL)
Financial need is not a criterion in deciding GSL
eligibility for students applying prior to Oct. 1. However,
a determination of financial need must be made by the
UOP Financial Aid Office for all GSL's applied for after
Sept. 30, 1981, for all families with an annual income of
$30,000 or greater. Therefore, UOP students who are in
need of a GSL for this academic year, but who have not
yet applied, should submit their GSL application to the
UOP Financial Aid Office immediately.
A second major change in the GSL program is the
initiation of a 5% loan origination fee which is deducted
from the face value of each student's GSL, for loans
processed by banks after Aug. 24,1981.
For the 1982-83 academic year, all GSL's for families
with incomes above $30,000 will require financial need
analysis. There will be pressure to further reduce costs of
the GSL program, perhaps by requiring financial need
analysis for all GSL applicants, regardless of family in
come.

Pell (Basic) Grants
The maximum Basic Grant for UOP students this
year is $1,670, a reduction from the $1,750 maximum in
1980-81. President Reagan is seeking a $300 million cut in
Basic Grant funding for 1982-83. It is not known if
Congress will concur with the cuts, and if so, how the cuts
will be implemented.

College Work-Study
UOP received $208,553 less work-study funding this
year than was received in 1980-81. This has resulted in a
cutback in the off-campus work-study program and a limit
on work-study funding of $1,000 per student ($1,200 for
three-term pharmacy students). While 1982-83 funding is
unknown at this time, it is estimated that the UOP award
will be similar to 1981-82.

National Direct Student Loan (NDSL)
UOP received $240,008 less in this program than in
1980-81. No NDSL's were awarded after late July, and
individual awards have been limited to $500 per semester.
The NDSL interest rate will increase to 5% for all NDSL's
made on or after Oct. 1, 1981. Like work-study, it is
estimated that UOP's 1982-83 award will be similar to the
1981-82 award.

Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant (SEOG)
There are no major changes in this program,
although there are efforts inWashingtonto reduce funding
in 1982-83 which would undoubtedly result in less SEOG
for UOP students.

Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students
This was formerly called the Parent Loan program
and will be referred to as the "PLUS" program. It is ex
pected that application forms and regulations will be inplace no earlier than December 1981. The PLUS program
provides loans of up to $3,000 a year for parents of un
dergraduate dependent students, and for graduate studen
ts.
Additionally, undergraduate independent students
who do not qualify for a GSL because of need analysis,
may receive up to $2,500 in a PLUS loan. Interest is 14%
and repayment oi pnacipal and interest begins 60 days af
ter the loan check is disbursed. Further information on
the PLUS program will be available at the annual Decem
ber all-Univei sity financial aid meetings.
The effect of the 1981-82 federal cuts were felt most
severely by those UOP students who completed financial
aid application requirements late. It is anticipated that
those students with demonstrated financial need who ap
ply on time (February/March 1982), and who respond in a
timely manner to requests from the Financial Aid Office
for further information, will not be significantly affected
by 1982-83 federal cuts.
Further information on application procedures and
federal updates will appear in The Pacifican.
Additionally, in November all UOP students will be
mailed information on 1982-83 application procedures and
be notified of December financial aid information
meetings.

LOAN STORE OFFERS

refrigerator
rentals

News Briefs

(All briefs written by the Associated Press with the exception of

Pacific

planes released the defoliant s,
near U.S. military bases, but he
not estimate how many service
might have been affected by
President Reagan has ordered
Sc
weiker to look into the effects
agent orange on U.S. troops in Vje'
nam.

and

NASA-Ames
deadline Oct. 20

machinery.

Davis discovery may
boost food production

Undergraduates interested in at
tending NASA-Ames during Winter
Term should sign up now at the
Physics Department, Olson Hall.
The last day to sign up is Tuesday,
Oct. 20.
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Stockton loan company
robbed by gunman
A man in his mid- to late- 40s
robbed about $1500 from a savings
and loan company in Stockton
yesterday. Police say he displayed a
small handgun and handed a teller at
First Savings and Loan a note
deihanding money. FBI agents say he
may be the same man responsible for
five or six recent Sacramento-area
bank robberies.

5

A group of Democratic senaw
sat down to lunch yesterday and
the same mid-day meal they say®
school children will face as a results
cuts in the federally-subsidized sc!
lunch program. On the menu: •,
ounce meat and soybean patty, r
french fries, a slice of white bit,1,
and six ounces of milk. There
also some ketchup and relish *
the federal government now
count as vegetables. Senator HeJ
Jackson of Washington said
rather chew wool."

Technology.

Diablo nuclear plant
protest continues

Signed bill tightens
fire safety standards

Anti-abortionists
relax on issue

Nation

California's Governor Brown
signed a bill that will make available
to the public a list of buildings that
violate fire safety standards.
If
owners of the buildings do not correct
the vioulations within a certain time,
they would have to post a public
notice of the defects.

Reagan backs off
Social Security delay

California economy
to lead nation in '80s
A study released today in Palo
Alto said that California's economy
will continue to lead the nation in the
1980's. The report by the Center for
Continuing Study of the California
Economy said that San Diego will
grow the most and the San Francisco
Bay Area will lead in new jobs and in
come levels. The report also said that
the Sacramento area will be second
on the growth list. The report predic
ted that, in addition to leadership in

Staff Writer

The transmitting system at
KUOP, the Marti, is undergoing
mobilization this month, according to
KUOP station manager Richard
Terry.
Terry stated that mobilization is
necessary to consolidate the unit in
one place and thus enable KUOP to
cover more news events in a shorter
period of time.
Transmitting is possible through
the transmitters at the Marti system
and the transmitters and receivers in
the UOP tower. All broadcasting is
in stereo.
KUOP is expanding their broad
casting to include UOP concerts in
the covservatory; elections; jazz
recordings in the pubs of Stockton;
and live broadcasting of UOP

Congressional
sources
say
President Reagan has backed off his
original plan to delay next year's costof-living increase in Social Security.
However, other benefit programs are
still under threat an could have their
increases delayed.

More servicemen
exposed to defoliant
More American servicemen in
Vietnam may have been exposed to
the toxic chemical agent orange than
the government originally estimated.
Health and Human Services secretary
Richard Schweiker says American

volleyball games.
They are also
presently negotiating coverage of the
Stockton Symphony Orchestra.
With a radio station and recor
ding studio on wheels, KUOP will
improve the immediacy of news even
ts where they "can be live in five
minutes," explained Bob Lyons, the
production director.
Susan Bordan, the news director
who conducts news broadcasts, has
been with KUOP for two weeks and
would like to see "a routine and
structure to resemble a professional
*™om'' Bordan also stated,
KUOP is a community radio
station, not just a college radio
station.
"Students will be trained to

te4

]Pvnn
,ru0bile unit'" added
Lyon. It will be a good learning ex
perience for the students to learn
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Terrorists hold 25
deadline passes
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ASU0P n
Alexand
By Mike Bross
Entertainment Idlior

Steve Alexander hav
as the new ASUOP Sou I)i
Four Armenian terrorists said one week after the unc*f
be holding 25 hostages at the Tut resignation of I r k Sv
consulate in Paris had set a dead Alexander, who w as|
after which they had threatened Social Director prior to hii
execute their prisoners,
plans to get as much fecdb;u
deadline has passed, but there 'he student body as possible
reports that any of the hostages h his stay in office.
been harmed. When the terroii If first hand experience is
took over the consulate one seen ft to doing a good job as the
guard was killed.
«™». ta Alexander
11,this position,
kt
about the technical
aspects of
on a concert
Alcxandei
experience working
years and know fa
'oput
Mux.
how to cover news events ffl
i
tor hbool
community."
"I'm
Mobile one is being
i in
David Dodd, the university's
engineer, along with Ken and B
and pla,
Hines, two engineering studenti
UOP. Plans have been made to
elude a turntable, tape rec®
transmitters, antennas, mixing
soles, speakers, shelf and »
space, and microphones in the111!
KUOP's logo designer,
Anderson, currently enroll"
C.O.P. as a commercial art
will be painting the design
mobile unit.
Anderson h
designed the logos for ASW'
Resident Hall Association"
Pacific Programs Council
The van has been
KUOP by Knapp Ford
exchange for publicity.

OPEN NOW IN STOCKTON
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A coalition of anti-abor|
groups has, at least temporaiii Helena, where a breath.a*.n.
pano
abandoned its goal of a constitutiois He
valley, «*Bpran
of the
amendment banning abortions,
tayeu, is quietly obser w
stead, the group is calling for pa:,
South of the park a <
of simple legislation defining »£
the road is "Old I •
life begins, an issue which doesi down
require a two-thirds majority
Congress. The Human Life Stats
Coalition also criticized Presida
Reagan, saying that he has notb«
pushing hard enough for their cam

KUOP mobilizes to expand program
By Yvonne Berry

£ry

todH°jwine-tasting-

Eighty-five more people were
arrested yesterday in the anti-nuclear
protest at the Diablo Canyon nuclear
power plant in San Luis Obispo. A
group of women demonstrators
already behind bars has launched a
hunger strike to protest conditions in
the jail.

State

bim-J hikin*

great
New school lunches: .„pry."A.
a"d
cen
;-'"l1
>"£V
"I'd rather chew wool'

A discovery which may someday
boost the world's food Production
was revealed Wednesday. Scientists
at the University of California at
Davis have isolated a gene whic
protects plants from deadly effects o
drought and salt.
They
ope
someday to tranfsfer the gene into
more complicated plants, such as
crops. The development was an
nounced Wednesday in a speech at
the Massachusetts Institute of
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mnH hathc r,—i
springs mud baths, and college

students, all have in common?
fhey can 3,1 be found in and
around the Napa Valley.
The Napa Valley offers
something for everyone. For the
nature buff, it offers beautiful
scenery, great hiking trails, a
petrified forest, and a geyser. For
the naturalist, the valley has a host
of holistic health havens with hot
mineral springe and mud baths.
For the adventurous, it offers a
horseback brcakiast ride or an
aerial view from a hot air balloon.
And for the college student, the
Napa valley offers free wine.
Although wine-tasting is the
main reason most college students
are attracted to the Napa Valley,
once there, many enjoy exploring
the other attractions just as much,
well, almost.
There definitely is a great deal
to do and see in the Napa Valley
besides wine-tasting. Anyone who
really 'gets into nature' shouldn't
miss hiking a trail in the Robert
Louis Stevenson Park, located in
the northern end of the valley.
Beautiful redwood trees surround
the hiker up to the top of Mt. St.
Helena, where a breathtaking view
of the valley, panoramically
displayed, is quietly observed.
South of the park, a few miles
down the road is "Old Faithful"

llfl

eevser i«
r.r
of California. This geyser
is nn»
one of
the few regularly spouting geysers
in the world. It erupts once every
forty minutes.
Just off Hwy 128, in the same
area, is a petrified forest, com
posed of gigantic redwood trees
which happened to be in the path
of Mt. St. Helenas when she exploded millions of years ago.
The holistic-health attractions
can also be experienced in this part
of the valley.
The town of
Calistoga has been rediscovered
for its natural hot springs, which
abound throughout the town.

Calistoga spa, in the center of
Calistoga, offers two hot mineral
spring pools which are open from
8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m., for $4
per day.
it also has. a mud,
mineral, and steam bath with a
half-hour massage for $24. One
might top off any of these healthy
experiences
by
drinking
a
refreshing bottle of Calistoga's
own Sparkling Mineral Water.
Farther south in the valley lies
Yountville, a quaint little town
with a variety of cute shops and at
tractions. In Yountville, a per
son's dream of riding in a hot air
balloon can be fulfilled. "Adven
tures Aloft" and "Napa Valley
Balloons", both of Yountville, of
fer champagne flights over the
vineyards. Prices range from $85-

one
$95 per person.
For the adventurer who gets
air-sick, there is always the Wild
Horse Valley Ranch Breakfast
ride. The ride takes off at 9 a.m.
and returns around noon. The
cost is $20 and the ranch can be
found outside the town of Napa.
And last but not least, there
are the wineries; all 83 of them.
The most accessible wineries are
located on the valley floor, directly
off of Hwy 29 and Hwy 128.

Most of these wineries give
free tours around the grounds, and
some even take their tour groups
through the underground caverns
where they store the wine kegs.
Almost all wineries have a free
tasting room. However there are
exceptions: Christian Brother's
has no charge, but allows a choice
of only five wines; and Domaine
Chandon (champagne) charges
two dollars per glass, but offers
hors d'oeuvres with every tasting.
If the Napa Valley sounds like
the place you ought to be, and
you'd like to know more about it,
"This is Napa Valley" is a booklet
which would be very helpful. It
contains information on almost
everything taking place in the
valley. These booklets can be pur
chased for two dollars by writing
Burgansy Publications, P.O. Box
2033, Napa, Ca.; 94558.

ASUOP moves quickly to fill void;
Alexander hired as Social Director
By Mike Bross
Entertainment Editor

program

"I'm real enthusiastic about
; bei°£
"s vi holding this office and plan to put a

* TP'

Bishop to play at UOP

Dsy tripping to Napa offers
A rockin9 and rollin' good time
^2r? Xhan wme tajsting delights expected when Elvin rambles in

Steve Alexander has been hired
as the new ASUOP Social Director,
um terror®' one week after the unexpected
illicit^'1 resignation of Eric Swenson.
1
Pa had sen® Alexander, who was assistant to the
Social Director prior to his hiring,
1
prisoners. plans to get as much feedback from
„v«d, buttbat-j student body as possible during
ho#1 stay in office.
,
If first hand experience is imporWhen „ •
tant to doing a good job as the Social
Director, then Alexander should do
foe in this position. "I know a lot
®°ut the technical aspects of putting
j® a concert," said Alexander. "I've
®d experience working in bands for
^ht years and know fairly well how
jo put on a show. This, though, will
my first chance to book bands for
M
concerts."

j.

5

ot of my time into doing it well,"
^Alexander. He feels that to do a
lood job, student response and feed-

back are all important. "I hope to
work with The Pacifican and possibly
set up some type of student survey to
find out their likes and wants."
As for the new Social Director's
likes in the music field, he enjoys a
varied assortment of music types. "I
like listening to anything; from
classical to rock and roll, from jazz to
new wave, from blues to punk," said
Alexander.
Some changes will be made, ac
cording to Alexander. "Right now
I'm in the process of cleaning
house," said Alexander. "It's kind
of difficult taking over an office after
the year has begun. There will be
changes but at this point I'm just
trying to get settled in the position."
With the Events Center now a
concert reality, Alexander is now
working on bringing some big name
bands into the facility. "I have been
at the University of the Pacific for
three years and have yet to see a big
time concert here. My biggest goal as
Social Director is to get a concert into
the Events Center. With this office

I'm now in the driver's seat to get a
show here. For the past week I've
been talking to a few bands about
playing in, the Center. Unless there
are some major setbacks in negotia
tions, a concert in the Events Center
will be held this semester.
"I believe all the problems
associated with putting on a concert
in the Events Center are behind us
now. We've (ASUOP) been guaran
teed that the scissor lift will be here
soon this semester and that the power
in the Center will be boosted up to
concert level by the end of October,"
explained Alexander.
As for the
amount of concerts we can expect in
the Events Center, Steve feels that the
more the students fill the facility for
the first concerts, the more the
possibility for Concerts in the futures.

By Mike Bross
Entertainment Editor

Guitarist Elvin Bishop, known
most for his 1976 hit single
"Fooled Around and Fell in Love,"
will ramble into the Conservatory pn
Tuesday, Sept. 29 at 8 p.m. for one
performance only.
For the past two decades,
audiences have jammed into Bishop's
live shows to listen to his exciting
blend of rock and roll, rhythm and
blues, country, swing, and dance
music.
Bishop has had a farm-boy
image throughout his career, for
good reason. Born in Tulsa, Okla.,
he grew up on a farm with hogs and
chickens.
In the early 60's, Bishop earned a
National Merit Scholarship and
headed up north to the University of
Chicago. On his first day of college,
he ran into a young blues harmonica
player named Paul Butterfield. This
meeting led to Bishop's first attempt
at playing an instrument, the guitar.
While; playing with veteran black
musicians in the Chicago South Side
blues clubs, Bishop made quick ad
vances on the guitar.
In 1969, Bishop migrated to San
Francisco, started his own band and
released his first album, The Elvin
Bishop Group. Bishop's next four
albums,Feel It, Rock My Soul, Let It
Flow, and Juke Joint Jump saw an
evolution of his own style. During
the height of the southern rock
movement, the musician was joined
by the Allman Brother's Dicky Betts,
and came away with Let It Flow- a
back to basics and his roots effort.
In 1976, Elvin exploded into the
popular scene with Struttin' My Stuff
and "Fooled Around and Fell in
Love."
With Mickey Thomas
(current
lead
singer
of
the
Jefferson Starship) singing and
Bishop whipping through some tight

Elvin Bishop will perform his unique style of rock and roll
when he plays at the Conservatory on Tuesday Sept.29 at 8 p.m.
guitar leads, the band skyrocketed in
to the public eye and earned their
only gold record to date.
Elvin's
1977
double
live
album,Raisin' Hell, a cross section of
Bishop's best tunes up to that point,
captured the excitement and humor
of Elvin's live performances.
Currently the band is tight and
crisp, with well executed solos being
performed by each player. Overall,
an Elvin Bishop concert is always a
good rockin', good fun time. Bishop
himself has a comic presence with his
frizzy hair and expressive face.
Bishop, presently, is attempting

to return to his roots. He bought
some land in Marin County and en
joys working in his garden, raising
hogs and chickens and basically going
back to that Oklahoma lifestyle. One
of his latest efforts,Hog Heaven, pic
tures the comical Bishop frolicking
with his prized hogs.
Tickets for what should be a very
enjoyable show are available at the
UOP Electronics Store, or can be
found at any Bass outlet. Ticket
prices are $2.50 for ASUOP card
holders and $5.50 for general ad
mission.

ASUOP SOCIAL PRESENTS

ASUOP Social is much more
than the Events Center and big time
concerts, though. Lunch and dinner
time concerts are being planned for
the month of October.
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By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

UOP Football: some bad news, and some good news...
The bad news:

It seemed like a comedy of errors, but no one from Pacific was
laughing last Saturday as UOP lost 34-0 to Oregon. All too much "dejavu." The Tigers gave up some big plays for the second week in a rowbig plays that added up to lop-sided scores against them.
Like the lull before the storm, things started out good for Pacific.
UOP won the toss and took possession of the ball.
In the proceeding seven plays the Tigers marched down to the
Oregon 28, but were stopped dead in their tracks. Lightning struck. The
lull was over. Pacific mistakes, (four lost fumbles, two interceptions,
and missed tackles), allowed for Oregon's big plays, giving them the lead
and eventually the game.
As all competitive Americans have learned, a loss is a loss, no matter
what the post-game films show. And allowing mistakes is one sure way
to tally up a loss.
Take away Pacific "errors" and you take away two big plays that
gave OU a 14-0 halftime lead.
Those two plays were a score on a fake field goal, in which a UOP
defensive player was caught sleeping, (he came up to the line rather than
dropping back): the other was a 52-yard screen pass that saw Oregon's
Reggie Brown break five or siv f?"klec
The score remained 14-0 until the fourth quarter. At this point the
48 Tigers were worn down by OU's 95 and Pacific succumbed.
The game's over; the wound's there, but to prevent further damage
to UOP's football reputation, mistakes have *.o become more of a rarity
than a habit.
The name of Pacific shouldn't be tossed around the Pac-10 as "the
team that blunders," but "the team that plunders." Make those tackles,
hold on to the ball, and don't throw it away.
Big plays have to happen for you, Tigers, not the opposition. The
potential's there. Use it. Eliminate those mistakes and you'll be a
PCAA contender.
The question now is why in the heck is Pacific playing these big
name schools? Why are they being put through the Pac-10 meatgrinder?
Well, contrary to popular belief, the Pac-10 games were not a
creation of Bob Toledo and his staff. The schedules were made and
signed before Toledo arrived. Toledo and staff are not masochists with'
dreams of being another Pac-10 powerhouse, but are brave individuals
who agreed to accept the UOP schedule and work around it.
The schedule for this year, as well as the last two, was the brain
child of former athletic director Cedric Dempsey. It is not apparent what
Dempsey had in mind, or what he thought UOP would be like come the
'80's, but obviously he might have thought them to be Pac-10 conten
ders.
The good news:
Oregon came into the game 0-2 and hungry for a win. They played
hard and really worked UOP players.
This is not to discredit Pacific's intensity. The Tigers were playing
hard also.
UOP's defense was on the field for 87 plays, 22 more than the
Oregon defense.
In this insurmountable amount of time, senior inside linebacker Kirk
Harmon, an All-American candidate, accumulated 33 tackles (21
unassisted), a sack, an interception (which he returned for 23 yardsland a
pass deflection. These accomplishments earned him defensive player of
the week honors.
Excluding the Ducks' two touchdowns, they were unable to sustain
a drive of more than 38 yards until the final quarter. The Tigers held
them to only 93 yards in the first half.
Another UOP player of the week was senior punter Harley Miller.
He averaged 44 yards on his 11 punts, and booted two over 50 yards.
While junior fullback Gary Blackwell had two fumbles in the game,
Blackwell's "second effort attempt" may have cost him those fumbles.
Exemplifying the Tiger's determination, Blackwell tried to get away
from his first on-the-scene tackier, rather than "going down;" thus
allowing other would-be tacklers to jar the ball while he struggled for
more yardage.
Toledo explains part of Pacific's offensive problems as being ex
tremely young personnel. The offensive line, which Oregon penetrated
like a piece of swiss cheese, to harrass quarterback Sander Markel, con
sisted of three sophomores, a freshman and one senior who was recently
moved from center to tackle.
A highlight for th« offense..., Markel became UOP's no. 1 passer as
far as comp jtions, 230 of 443 attempts (see story this page).

Markel passes up UOP completions recor^
'

Some of the more acclaimed ac
fect on Markel.
He was recruited as a tight end,
complishments of Head Football
Coach Bob Toledo's aerial program but when the coaching staff saw how
are those of redshirt sophomore quar he could throw the ball, he was thrust
the
starting
quarterback
into
terback Sander Markel.
Markel, dubbed by the Stockton
position.
As a freshman he broke the
Record as UOP's "once and future"
quarterback, threw a nine-yard pass records for most passing-attempts in
to fullback Gary Blackwell in last a season, 368, and most completions
week's loss to Oregon, putting in a season, 186. He was the No. 2
freshman passer in the nation in 1979,
Markel at the top of the list for most
throwing for 1,921 yards and 12
career-pass completions, having now
touchdowns.
completed 230 of 443.
Markel was also the No. 1
Asked if he was preoccupied
freshman in total offense and ranked
with breaking the record this last
30th overall. He was given honorable
weekend, Markel modestly replied,
mention Ail-American recognition
"Records are nice, but I don't keep
from the Sporting News, and he
track of them. I'm only out there to
received PCAA Offensive Player of
play and to win."
the week honors for his game against
Markel attributes his accom
Long Beach State.
plishment to the fact that Toledo's
Prior to the 1980 season he had
Tigers are throwing the ball much
his likeness on UOP football posters
more than teams of the past.
and press guides. But then the fairy
This is true. Toledo's teams
have illustrated the coach's belief in • tale was interrupted.
An "overabundance of talent"
the pass, by throwing the ball more
at his position left him redshirting the
times than all but one other team in
1980 season, and the reins were
the nation (Div. I).
handed over to be shared by two
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then-juniors.
football,
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• d
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ivWildcats wrestled the
defeated Mustang II 3-2 and 5-1
The first game was highlighted by J
Wagner's winning base hit in the hi "•Sin 'He "ew UOP
torn of the eighth inning.

New baseball coach up to bat; winter play begins
By Paul Vakay
Staff Writer

Following 17 years as head UOP
baseball coach, Tom Stubbs retired
from that position at the conclusion
of the 1981 season, giving the reins to
his then assistant coach John Picone.
Stubbs, who also serves as
Assistant Athletic Director, will now
devote more time to administrative
duties and teaching classes.
Picone, who has been an
assistant coach for Pacific baseball
for five years, will now be a full-time
head coach, whereas Stubbs had to
divide his time among his various
duties.
As the new head coach, Picone
feels that his philosophy will not be

very different from previous years.
"We'll basically be a run
and hustle team," says Picone.
"Based on our talent, which consists of
great speed this year, we'll be able to
play some 'Billy-Ball' and shoot for a
run an inning."
According to Picone, his team
will take a very "hard-nosed,
aggressive approach" to the game
and be 100% totally involved which
will provide for a fast-paced game.
Picone's hopes were exemplified
last Sunday as the two teams, Tiger I
and
Tiger
II,
each
swept
doubleheaders from the opposing
Delta College teams on the initial
weekend of winter league play.
At Anderson Park, Tiger I

defeated Mustang III 8-7 and 9-4. In
the first game, Steve Bates entered the
contest in the bottom of the fourth
and pitched three and one-third
scoreless innings to pick up the vic
tory.
Dave Yahnian and Brian Raust
were the leading hitters. Yahnian had
two hits in three times at bat, in
cluding a home run, while Raust was
3 for 4 with 3 RBI's. Other leading
hitters were Marcel Martinez with a
home run; and Mike Silva with two
hits and two RBI's.
In the second game, Mark Cipres
pitched two no-run innings to pick up
the win, 9-4. Yahnian continued to
hit the ball well, going 2 for 4, and
Ron Sparks contributed two hits with
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two UOP teams are tied for first
with identical 2-0 records.
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VOLUNTEER CENTE1
510 East Magnolia SW
Stockton, CA 9520.
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it's dad's
day

Anothei good note... . The Tigers have tomorrow off. The bye
diiwvvs them a week to recuperate and plan for their third 1981 Pac-10
gam ? next Saturday, when they travel to Pullman, Washington, to meet
the A ashington State Cougars.
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| |WU snaps Tigers' home win streak
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By Walter Wiebelhaus

team with 12 kills, received AllTournament honors.
UOP senior Jayne Gibson and
0 good things must come to an
freshman
Robin Burns were also
j And so was the story with the
named to the All-Tourney team.
Sp women's volleyball team's 35Gibson drilled 14 kills in the match to
,tchhome winning streak.
NCAA Volleyball Poll
d
he ®anl« la *\
top both teams.
The Northwestern Wildcats up«veh. "Ider:
Liskevych credited the Wildcats,
the Tigers 3-1 (15-10, 4-15, 15-6
claiming that they were better men
1. UCLA
Ji'll)
Sunday
night
to
capture
the
&yehi3i ^onj Annual UOP invitational
tally prepared and just played better
2. UC Santa Barbara
witKh l 1111J
his
than his Tigers, while denouncing
3. Hawaii
*X The loss snapped UOP's'
•H, ;L e match winning streak which
UOP's passing and serving. He said
4. BYU
ra
he
thought his team was steadily im
5.
San
Diego
State
J,TED back to Oct. 15, 1978 when
proving since their rocky opening
6. UOP
f
ydropped
a
3-1
contest
to
UCLA.
e
' °f h« homN
"but tonight we took a step back
7. Northwestern
Pacific earned its berth in the
•L Hta>%
wards."
i
.
8. USC
Is
by
easily
defeating
the
New
'-by Klri
The loss dropped Pacific's
9.
Cal
Poly-SLO
Ju
Mexico
Lobos
3-0(15-12,
15-4,
15-8)
•< *M , N?
record to 3-1 in non-league play.
10. Stanford
jaturday night.
Northwestern,
Liskevych philosophically com
^ed 11th in the nation by the
mented on the surprise upset. "The
jachikara Poll, earlier advanced to
sun will still rise tomorrow and nine
,le finals squeezing past the 14thLed by tourney most valuable
million Chinese don't even know we
I ,inked Arizona State Sun Devils, 3-0
player Patty Walsh, the Wildcats
played."
findi n8 thai" ,5-13,16-14, 15-11).
The women's field hockey team lost to Stanford, 4-1, in their home opener. The Tigers' conferen
clawed their way to a 1-0 lead in the
The Tigers hosted seventhThe Sun Devils came from
ce
record
now stands at 0-1. Pacific travels to Long Beach this weekend for tournament action against
championship match. Five straight
ranked Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo
MARKEL Page)| Ijehind to win the consolation match service points by Lorie Miller broke a Thursday
night in the Spanos Center, Davis, Stanford, and Long Beach. Above, Pacific battles Stanford, T.K. ROHAN PH<M>
st the Lobos, 3-2, Sunday. The
10-10 tie and put the finishing touches
but scores were unavailable at press
s trounced Arizona 15-10 and
on the 15-10 victory tor North
time.
lit) in the first two games but were
western.
UOP will play their first road
enable to capitalize, losing the next
Freshman standout Jan Saun
game of the year when they travel
ibree 15-12, 15-9, and 15-11.
ders grouped three back-to-back
south to play the San Jose State In
The Tigers had beaten North
spiking kills to round out the scoring
vitational today and tomorrow. The
•"wJ • triple.
ern earlier in the week in a nonin the second game, evening the mat
Tigers will then start league Monday
con
J! «inued their "«J loiimament match, but not with the
ch at 1-1.
with an away match against Santa
use
the
UOP
fans
are
accustomed
to.
kl
Ti
B
That was all the offense the
Clara and will continue Wednesday at
I u££
n * ««
Mu*<»ng 11
Water Polo
3-2 and 54 The Wildcats wrestled the Tigers to
"Our passes were not sharp
Men's Soccer
Tigers could mount, though. North
Fresno State.
| M m c w a s highlightedbjl( ihefifth game before losing, 3-2 (12
and
we had trouble keeping con
western clearly outplayed fifthThe UOP water polo team
The Tiger soccer team has had
trol of the ball," said Smyth.
••winning base hit inthelw'. IS, 15-11, 15-6, 13-15, 15-3) Thurs- ranked Pacific, taking the next two
traveled to the University of Santa
a rough start, and things won't be
l h « n g h t h inning. % dav night in the new UOP Spanos
Pacific lost an excellently
contests and the championship.
Clara last Saturday and continued
(from page 6)
much easier this weekend when
h "'wxinski were the left timer.
played
game to Northridge on the
Wildcats Pattijean McCahill (9
their winning ways by soundly
they play two league games.
are never quite enough hours in a
19th. The Tigers were turned away
However, Northwestern, conkills) and Liz Douglass, who led her
defeating the Broncos 13-3.
""h two hits a piece.
Today
UOP
plays
host
to
a
day," Markel (the husband, the
in double overtime, 3-2. Senior
The Tigers, now 5-2, were led
tough squad from Cal Berkeley,
father, the football player, the
Captain Greg "Crickett" O'Dell
by sophomore Drew Henry with
•ccond game saw'
and then travels Sunday to face the
student) gives as much time to
scored
a goal with an assist from
six
goals
and
two
assists.
Henry
an early lead and c
defending national champions of
everything as he can, including spend
sophomore
Theo Bennet. The
was backed by teammates Mike
s Top hitters were F
the University of San Francisco.
ing time with his wife and daughter,
other score came when sophomore
Wall and Ron Robertson with two
and Chris Whitin
"Our main goal is to score
who's starting to walk and "gets into
Dalton Duval chipped in a penalty
goals each. Also contributing to
some goals and try to improve on
« MacFarlane also 1
everything."
kick.
the Tiger scoring were Carl Gunn,
our past performances," said
Markel doesn't see himself as a
Brad
Nelson,
and
Mike
Schwartz,
assistant coach Geoff Smyth.
cr the first week of play,'1
very goal oriented individual, but
with one goal each.
The young Tigers are definite
Rowing Club
)!' teams are tied for first^
rather he "takes what's there."
Defensively, the Tige. •alies
i
will
be
a
meeting
for
all
School
of
Business
and
Public
Administration!
underdogs
in today's contest that
•nt teal 2-0 records.
Well, he's already "taken" a few
made a strong showing wit' Mike
The Stockton Rowing Club
gets under way at 3 p.m. on
lents on Monday, September 28th, at 7:00 p.m., in the University Centerj records
will have its first open house Sept.
from the UOP record books.
Ennis saving nine shots, and
Brookside
Field.
Pacific
is
0-4-1
on
later. Free SBPA shorts will be handed out to those in attendance.
If he continues to throw the ball as he
freshman back-up goalie,.-Pater
26 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Racing
the season and 0-1 in league play.
has, he probably won't stop at those
shells will be on display and poten
Schoen, blocking seven.
Sacramento State handily beat
few.
tial members and the public are
The Tiger poloists travel to
Pacific on Tuesday, 3-0. Fun
welcome. The event will take place
Fresno this Saturday and Sunday
damental mistakes were a major
at 4950 W. Brookside Rd., at
to compete in the Fresno Tour
Y DISABLED
fc.:tor in the game which was
Stephen's Anchorage near Ladd's
nament, to be held at Clovis High
played on the Tigers' home turf.
Marina.
School.
Coach Dennis Nugent believes
that if his team can get past Fresno
>R INTERNSHIP
State on Saturday, they stand an
excellent chance of winning the
EXPERIENCE*
tourney. A tournament victory
would enhance the Tigers' chances
By Krisi Hathorn
runners are urged to attend the
for a possible NCAA post-season
Staff Writer
organizational meeting.
invitation.
For those wishing to get involved
With running becoming more and
in
an
off-campus club, the Sundance
iind
more popular across the nation,
students at UOP undoubtedly feel Running Club sponsors various ac
cheated that there are no track or tivities in the Stockton area. Infor
cross-country programs on our cam mation can be obtained by contacting
Diter Dickmeyer, president of Sun
pus.
dance, at 931-3530.
This is a rather sad fact, but
In addition there are always
there are alternatives.
numerous
road races in Stockton and
First of all, the UOP Running
lastMag^j
for doctors
club will hold its first meeting at nearby towns, particularly in the fall.
S1ocV«o^
8 p.m. in the U.C. Gallery. The club is Races are listed in a weekly column
Infertility office
open to all those interested, from the by Rich Doty in the Sunday edition of
sports section.
casual jogger to the experienced run the Stockton Record
Races planned for the next few
Financial Reimbursement
ner.
The Running Club sponsors weeks are as follows:
Sept. 24:Fleet Feet Fair Run; 18
group-runs periodically throughout
So. School Street, Lodi; 7:30 pm; two
the week, and will participate in road
and five miles; $1 entry; popcorn,
For more Info call
races in the Stockton area.
cookies,apple juice is provided.
957-7056
• Hoping to attract a large field of
Sept. 26: Waterford Heritage
runners, the club has a variety of new
Day Run; Waterford,CA.-Beard
ask for Lorraine
ideas for the upcoming year. All
Park on "C" Street; 7:45 am-2 miles;.
8:15
am-10
kilometers;
preregistration $5,$6 on race day, for
10K; $4 and $5 fee for 2 mile; t-shirts
to first 100 finishers.
Sept. 27: Oakland Brass Polo
Run; Lake Temescal, Oakland; 9 a.m.;
10K; $5 fee pre-registration; on race
day.
Sacramento Marathon; William
,l,andf Park, Sacramento; 7 am; 26
mile, 385 yds. or half-marathon; $8
fee, pre reg. only; t-shirts.
Oct. 4: Bridge to Bridge Run;
San Francisco; 9 am; $8.50 late
registration; 8 miles.
Oct. 11: St. Joseph's Hospital
Run; Stockton; 10 am; $7 preregistration, $8 after Oct. 5; t-shirts;
£ r
a corporation. She's a fellow student
t°° does more than just brew beer
10 Kand 2 mile.
....someone you can work with.
Oct. 17: Apple Harvest Run;
^the High Country. We listen,
Gazebo
on Blagen Rd, Arnold CA.;
She's Bobi Bloom, your High Country
p0, On your campus, you'll find a
$3 pre-reg., $4 late fee; 3.5 miles; ap
connection on campus. Call her
ples and apple cider.
^°ors Representative. Her name is
Oct. 18: Berkeley Waterfront
at 948-9400 or 957-7636.
1 Bloom and she's there to help you
Run; Sierra Designs, Berkeley; 5
miles, $3; mineral water and beer.
11
• i f H J your organization's holiday funcSundance sponsors fun runs
every Saturday at Fritz Grupe Park; 2
JL She can explain how your group
and 3 miles; free!
LE TOUR, SUPER LE TOUR, LE TOUR TOURIST.
Coll6arn ^8 prizes in various Coors
For additional information on
1
vA
e8e campaigns. She's the one to
UOP Running Club or upcoming
races, contact Jim Paull, U.C. Direc
•9-bout involvement with your
tor at 946-2171. Happy running!!
News Editor
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closest to campus

2405 N. El Dorado 466-4351

Editor's note: Krisi is an avid distan
ce runner and she has won several
local races. She has received a great
deal of recognition for her many
commendable achievements, and is
highly regarded in the running
society.
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The implication is that

Is this justification?

If you care anything about the quality of
your education at this school, then by this
time, you should have carefully read Dr. Cliff
Hand's recent letter to the UOP community.
There are copies of it throughout the campus.
Dr. Hand's letter is basically a sales pitch
for the "Early Semester Calendar" that he is
proposing for the university.
He offers
several reasons why a new fifteen-week
semester calendar is superior and preferable
to the.present 13-4-13 calendar.
At the moment, his letter is the only ex
planation of the new calendar that the ad
ministration has prepared for students. This
is unfortunate, because it's not much to go
on. In fact, it is an extremely shoddy piece of
writing that says absolutely nothing.
Dr. Hand seems to think that his reader
ship consists of frontal lobotomy cases who
are easily won over. The letter gives grossly
simplistic treatment to a very complicated
issue. But since it provides the only insight
as to why the administration is pushing
this radical proposal, it deserves a thorough
review.
It is clear that Dr. Hand supports the
new calendar because he thinks a fifteenweek semester offers better educational op
portunities than the thirteen-week semester
we currently have. How he arrived at this
conclusion, I have no idea. In his letter, he
appears to think it is simply a God-given fact.
He prefers this calendar change for
various reasons, including the following:
1) To lengthen the instructional time in

Editor-in-Chief

An
opportunity
of
ma or
proportion will be available
women between the ages of 17 and 26
on Oct. 1, as the Miss San Joaquin
County Scholarship Pageant for 1982
gets underway.
An
informal,
informational
meeting will be held next Thursday
for interested women in UOP's Gold
Room.
Donna Kimura, a UOP senior
and the current Miss San Joaquin
County, will be present to describe
th" pr-gram .
mswer questions
lar pageant is .
filiated with ine Miss California ana
M5c'
V
\ '•
pageants.

BIKES

(from page 3)

"If the bike is stolen, we put itsserial number into the criminal justice
system, and even if it turns up in
another city, the police there will
know who the owner is," Askew
said '' Last year we recovered about

isn''Later

in the letter, Cliff says: A j m .
. <.pmester provides the time to iPn
'ZrXe for helpful feedback
TJtors
That may be, but who says Jthe1
present semester doesn't prov.de the «

Mark Lebien
the semesters and thereby improve the quality
of academic programs. I would love to see
the studies that prove spending more time in
classes improves the quality of classes. How
many of you can say that your classes begin
and end on the same level of intensity?
Students and teachers alike are familiar
with the "home stretch burn-out" that sets
in about the tenth week of a semester.
Teachers find themselves bogged down with
paperwork, and students are struggling with
papers and finals. I think an additional two
weeks to a semester would only drag it out,
doing more harm than good to the quality of
programs.
2) To provide improved opportunities
for experiential learning, independent study,
field trips, and concentrated, intensive study
in particular areas.
We already have a
provision for these things, Cliff. It's called
Winter Term.
3)
To provide students the maximum
number of opportunities to study in the many
fields offered by UOP.
This sounds to me
like a fancy way of saying "more classes." It
has been suggested that the new calendar be
based on five three-unit classes.
I can think of several reasons why taking

five classes a semester is a lame idea. Instead
of being able to devote one-fourth of your
time to your education, which is no easy task,
you would only be able to devote one-firth o
your time. You would have less time to con
centrate on each class.
This is a way to improve education.
Teachers would have to compromise them
selves, too. They would most likely have to
teach three classes instead of two. This
would leave them with less time to prepare
for each class, and more paperwork. In ad
dition, they would only have one-fifth ot
your time in school, rather that one-fourth.
4) To help students integrate fully their
specialized and general studies... . C.O.P.
students have no problem here, and they out
number any of the professional school's
students by more than two to one. Cliff,
you're not thinking of shining on C.O.P., are
you?
5) To strengthen and enhance a distin
ctive feature of UOP, that is, the emphasis on
the maximum development of each individual
student in a relatively small university of
fering a broad range of fields of study. The
letter fails to offer one good reason why the
new calendar would do this.

Beauties vie for Miss San Joaquin
By Kevin Bartram

dar

talents as roller skating, baton
twirling and speaking have been
displayed in the past.
Tentatively, the preliminaries to
the contest will be held in December,
with the finals being in March, when
Miss Kimura's reign ends.
Miss Kimura, whose activities
include being a member of Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority, an Omega Phi
Alpha little lister and a Mortar Board
honor society member, has been
overwhelmed by the treatment she
has received since winning the crown.
"You can't lose by entering,"
Miss Kimura stated. "The experien
ces are wide and varied. You receive
TV exposure, experience being inter

Kin.ura, a pianist, placed among the
top ten in the Miss California
pageant, and won the talent award
for that competition.
"The pageant is not a beauty
contest," Miss Kimura was quick to
remark.
It is a scholarship com
petition, as the winner of the Miss
San Joaquin contest will receive
$1,200 in scholarship funds, as well as
numerous gifts and wardrobe items.
Contestants will be judged in
four categories for points. Fifty per
cent is based on talent, and the other
50 percent, on an interview, swimsuit
competition and evening gown
modeling, combined.
Miss Kimura noted that musical
talent is not necessary for entrance to
tho competition, as such diverse

viewed and overall, really fantastic
treatment."
Miss San Joaquin claims to have
"really grown a lot" in the few mon
ths of her reign, and notes that it is
"quite interesting getting out to meet
so many interesting and diverse
people."
Miss Kimura encourages UOP
students to enter, pointing out that
the last three years' winners haver
been affiliated with Pacific. In fact,
1981 's runner-up, Lee Ann Payne, is
a UOP junior this year.
Miss San Joaquin's best advice
to potential entrants is to have a
really optimistic view when going
into the competition."
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begin community aid
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feel
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of the mobile we were unable to do
By Bob O'Rourke
so," said Dave Hart, director o! or with much integrity in the.
making process behind ihi
Staff Writer
community of service for SAE.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon opened its are planning, however, to bring tit
1981 community service calendar last mobile to the campus sometime a
weekend by participating in both a November," he added.
Fraternity
member
Dai
Fraternity Blood Drive for Stockton's
Magruder
was
in
charge
of
the
"1
Delta Blood Bank and the "Mile ofl
Quarters" fundraiser, sponsored by of Quarters" fundraiser that ti
By Pearl Cra.vlon
the
California
Mental
Health place Saturday at Weberstown
Surfrilrf
in Stockton.
A number of SA1
Organization.
Finding
Over 15 members of SAE members helped set up the
donated both their blood and services systems, collect and count donations, close enougl
to the bank, Friday, Sept. 18. "We and move props for the various ps- problem tha
had hoped to be able to bring the forming troupes, as the Stockto: face. Occas
blood-mobile on campus and invite Branch of the CMHO sought to at stretch parki
donations by all UOP students, but tain its state-wide goal: a mile o. ignoring hai
cycle parkinj
due to the bank's prior commitment quarters.

30 percent of the bikes that were
stolen on campus."
According to Askew, recovery of
stolen bikes is impeded by some of
the tactics thieves use. They remove
the original paint from bikes, repaint
them and exchange parts before
trying to market them. He suggested
that the best insurance against thieves
is a combination of registration, a
good lock and surveillance.
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free gift wrap and delivery

Classified
Modern Efficiency Apartment, 6
blocks from campus. Mature person.
Flute? Accordion? Piano?
Rent reduction in exchange for oc
Lessons taught by person with casional babysitting of well-behaved
retarded boy. References
B.A. in Music--$8.00.
First mentally
required. Call Peig Fairbrook 464Flute? Accor.ion? Piano? Lessons 9503 after 5 p.m.
taught by person with B.A. in Music$8.00.
First lesson FREE!
Call Walk to class. 1 bedroom, $200.
Charlotte at 478-7382.
Rental Experts, 943-7081.

SERVICES

EXPERT TYPING: IBM Selectric,
Pica or Elite. Term papers and reports—$.04 per line.
Tables and
Statistical-$.08 per line.
Call
Charlotte at 478-7382.
BACKGAMMON PLAYERS! Send
for free copy of premier, issue of
BACKGAMM' -N
-MES, exciting
and intellige i .-fling.' Write: 575
Madison Arc., 1 Y (. 10022, Rm.
1006.

RFNTALS

Student, $115. Furnished.
Experts, 943-7081.

Rental

Near UOP, clean 1 bedroom. $175.
Rental Exper's, 94? 7081.
Bargain, *185". 1 bedroom.
Experts, 943-7081.

Rental

EMPLOYMENT

Pop singer/soloist wanted, male or
female, for possible recording ex
perience. Some pay. Call Vern Karcher, if interested. 948-7700, days; or
823-3748, evenings.

Part-time bookkeeper, 8-10 hours a
A real steal. $160, 1 bedroom house. week.
General office required.
Rental Experts 943-7081.
Castaways, 466-0104.

I

Rebate offered i S"9 4 p.m.Only.
See the Jostens' Display at
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